Abstract-One substantial aspect of data stream classification is the possible appearance of novel unseen classes which must be identified in order to avoid confusion with existing classes. Detecting such new classes is omitted by most existing techniques and rarely addressed in the literature. We address this issue and propose an efficient method to identify novel class emergence in a multi-class data stream. The proposed method incrementally maintains a covered feature space of existing (known) classes. An incoming data point is designated as "insider" or "outsider" depending on whether it lies inside or outside the covered space area. An insider represents a possible instance of an existing class, while an outsider may be an instance of a possible novel class. The proposed method is able to iteratively select those insiders (resp. outsiders) that are more likely to be members of a novel (resp. an existing) class, and eventually distinguish the actual novel and existing classes accurately. We show how to actively query the labels of the identified novel class instances that are most uncertain. The method also allows us to balance between the rapidity of the novelty detection and its efficiency. Experiments using real world data prove the effectiveness of our approach for both the novel class detection and classification accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In usual classification methods, a classification model is built by performing several passes over a static dataset. This is not possible in the case of data streams where data is massively and continuously arriving from an infinite-length stream. Several methods for data stream classification have been proposed [1] , [2] , [3] . Most of these methods assume a fixed number of classes in the stream. However, in real world scenarios this assumption is often not satisfied. Indeed, it is difficult to obtain labelled instances from all possible classes. In addition, due to the evolving nature of the stream, novel (unknown) classes may appear at any time. If such novel classes are not detected, all of their instances will be inevitably misclassified in some existing (known) classes with which the model has already been trained. This major problem of data stream classification is generally referred to as "conceptevolution" 1 A naive classification approach (e.g. SVM) is able to discriminate between classes that it has been trained with, but fails when it comes to classify undetected novel class instances. Novel class identification is thus very important since it allows us to considerably reduce the human labour that would be required to correct the misclassifications due to an undetected novel class. Furthermore, it may discover new patterns that we didn't even intend to look for.
Active learning methods [4] are convenient for data stream classification because they reduce the manual labelling cost, by querying from a human labeller only the class labels of data which are informative for learning (usually uncertain instances). However, usual stream-based active learning methods [4] , [5] , [6] implicitly assume that the data used for their initialization, covers all possible classes, and they query labels of instances whose informativeness is determined according to these known classes. Therefore, they fail at detecting novel classes. Novel class detection is not trivial for those algorithms because they should query labels in different unexplored regions of the feature space in order to detect possible novel classes. This represents an additional difficulty for active learning to reduce the label complexity [7] .
Traditional one-class novelty and outlier detection methods [8] , [9] , [10] assume only one class of regular data and are unable to determine if an irregular data is a novel class instance or just an outlier. Some methods like [11] are based on clustering for novel class detection in data streams, but also assume that there is only one regular known class. Some active learning methods like [12] , [13] provide strategies to discover unknown classes, but they need the whole dataset to be available beforehand which is not convenient for data streams. [14] proposes a data stream classification method with novel class detection. This method builds a decision boundary of known classes by applying K-means on large data stream chunks, which reduces the importance of its streaming nature. This method was also considered with active learning in [15] . However their uncertainty strategy is defined according to the known classes. Therefore, uncertain instances of known classes are presented together with all instances that are identified as novel, for manual labelling. The method we propose is different. It incrementally maintains a multi-class model which is able to identify the emergence of a novel class whose instances are self-similar. The method is able to select the instances for which we are most uncertain about their novelty, in order to query their true class labels.
We already proposed in [5] a stream-based semi-supervised active learning algorithm called A2ING. In this paper, we extend this algorithm to automatically detect the novel classes. The proposed novel class detection method incrementally maintains a dynamically evolving topology of nodes (datarepresentatives). Nodes are centers of hyperspheres covering regions of the feature space where data of known classes has been observed. A data point lying outside the covered area is possibly a member of a novel class. By collecting more outsiders, our algorithm is able to accurately distinguish the outsiders that are self-similar and more likely to be members of a novel class, from those which are more likely to belong to some existing classes that are expanding. The algorithm queries the true class labels of only the instances that allow to best discriminate between the identified novel classes and the existing classes. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly describe our previous algorithm A2ING. In Section III we introduce our method for novel class detection in multiclass data streams. In Section IV we present the experimental evaluation. Finally, we conclude and give limitations and future work in Section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF A2ING Fig. 1 . A2ING incrementally learns the topology of data. Left: synthetic 2 dimensional data. Right: graph topology G of labelled nodes A2ING [5] maintains a graph topology G (Fig. 1 ) of labelled nodes which is modified at each new data point arrival. Each node n ∈ G is a continuously updated feature-vector. Let x ∈ R p be a new data point from the stream. The algorithm operates in two steps:
Querying the class label of x: A2ING predicts y the class label of x, or queries it from a human labeller if it is uncertain. Let P (y|x) be the probability that x belongs to a class y. P (y|x) is proportional to the number of nodes that are labelled with y, among the K nearest nodes to x in G. Let P 1 and P 2 be respectively the first and the second highest probabilities, such that P 1 ≥ P 2 . The predicted class for x is the class with the highest probability (P 1 ). Let Δ x = P 1 − P 2 . The data point x is more uncertain when Δ x is smaller (closer to 0), because the probability that x belongs to its most probable class is close to the probability of belonging to its second most probable class. According to this measure, A2ING only queries the true class labels of uncertain data from the labeller.
Updating the graph topology G: at this step, we have a classified data point (x, y) where y is either the predicted or the queried class label of x. The graph G is updated using (x, y). Let n 1 and n 2 be the nearest and the second nearest nodes from x respectively. Given a distance threshold r, the algorithm incrementally updates the dynamic graph G, as follows: Fig. 2 .a) • Add a new node n new based on x and labelled with y Fig. 2 .b) • Add a new node n new based on x and labelled with y • Link n new to n 1 by a new edge Fig. 2 .c) • Link n 1 to n 2 by a new edge (if not linked) • Update n 1 to be closer to x if it is labelled with y, and farther otherwise • Update the neighbouring nodes of n 1 (linked to n 1 by an edge) to be closer to x if they are labelled with y, and farther otherwise.
For more details about querying uncertain instances and updating nodes, we can refer to [5] .
A2ING focuses on querying labels of uncertain data whose uncertainty is determined according to known classes (i.e. Δ x measures the ambiguity between the two most probable existing classes). Like the usual active learning methods, A2ING does not explore regions of the feature space where novel classes may appear. Therefore, it fails at detecting novel classes, except if -by chance-some novel class instances lies within its uncertainty region.
III. PROPOSED NOVEL CLASS DETECTION METHOD
In this section we extend A2ING by introducing a new method for novel class detection. We first present in Section III-A an adaptive strategy for outsiders detection. We explain in Section III-B how to accurately distinguish novel and existing classes. In Section III-C we show how to actively query labels of uncertain novel class instances.
A. Covered feature space and adaptive outsiders detection
Each node n ∈ G constitutes a center of a hypersphere defined by the radius r. The covered feature space area is the union of all hyperspheres. An instance x is outside (resp. inside) the covered area if the distance to its nearest node is higher (resp. smaller) than r. This is straightforward since all hyperspheres has the same radius r.
Given a fixed value of r, we want to figure out how much outsiders (resp. insiders) are effectively members of a novel (resp. existing) class. We perform a test using optdigits dataset 2 where we use 7 classes in the stream, and we keep 3 unknown classes to introduce them at time t together with the remaining existing class instances. Using different fixed values of r we determine the rate of (i) outsiders that are truly members of novel classes (novel precision), (ii) insiders that are truly members of existing classes (existing precision), (iii) novel classes instances that are detected as outsiders (novel recall), (iv) existing classes instances that are detected as insiders (existing recall), (v) F-scores for novel and existing classes (harmonic mean of precision and recall), and (vi) the overall accuracy of correct outsiders/insiders detection. Fig.  3 shows the correct distinction between novel and existing class instances according to different values of r. When r is too small, many data points are detected as outsiders and most of them are wrongly considered as novel class instances. Similarly, when r is too big, many data points are detected as insiders and most of them are wrongly considered as existing class instances. In Fig. 3 , an optimal value of r for the considered dataset seems to be around 23. Actually, it is very difficult to manually initialize r with a convenient value, since it highly depends on the data. Therefore, since our algorithm is active and semi-supervised, we use the label information to automatically adjust the radius r. Let x be a data point whose class label is predicted using A2ING or queried (if x is uncertain or outsider). Let n 1 be the nearest node from x, and (such that 0 < 1) a small but constant learning rate. r is incrementally adapted as follows:
is considered as a false-outsider with respect to the current value of r. In this case, we slightly increase r as:
is considered as a false-insider with respect to the current value of r. In this case, we slightly decrease r as:
We show in the experiments (Fig. 5 ) that for any initial value of r, it always converges to a value which is close to the optimal one (i.e. its initial value does not considerably affect the results). Therefore, r can be always initialized to the smallest possible initial value r = 0, since it is adaptive. The convergence of r can be analysed using regret analysis, though it is not done in this paper due to space limitation.
B. Accurate distinction of novel and existing classes
According to the previous subsection, we decide whether a new data point belongs to a novel or an existing class as soon as we receive it, depending on whether it is an outsider or an insider. Nonetheless, by collecting more data points, we are able to distinguish more accurately the novel and existing class instances, by determining the outsiders that are self-similar. This is possible when a waiting time is allowed until some more data are collected from the stream, or when a mini-batch of data is received at once from the stream instead of a single data point.
Let B be a mini-batch (buffer) of new unlabelled instances collected from the stream. These instances are initially separated into two sets: N (set of outsiders) and E (set of insiders) as follows:
Remember that A2ING maintains the graph topology G of labelled nodes summarizing the existing class instances (before integrating points of B). LetG be the graph topology of unlabelled nodes obtained from N using Algorithm 1. Let n 1 , n 2 be the two nearest nodes to x inG 4: if dist(x, n 1 ) > r then 5: Add a new node n new toG 6:
Add a new node n new toG 8: Link n new to n 1 by a new edge 9: if dist(x, n 1 ) < dist(x, n 2 ) ≤ r then 10: Link n 1 to n 2 by a new edge 11: Update n 1 and its neighbouring nodes closer to x 12: end for 13: returnG Given a data point x ∈ B, let d E x and d N x denote the mean distance from x to its k nearest nodes from G andG respectively:
where S x (resp.S x ) is the set of the k nearest nodes to x from G (resp. fromG).
The probability P (N |x) that x belongs to a novel class is proportional to the distance d , and the probability P (E|x) that x belongs to an existing class is proportional to the distance d N x . They are thus determined as follows:
Algorithm 2 shows how to accurately distinguish the existing and novel class instances. Algorithm 1 is called at line 4 in order to get a graph of unlabelled nodes from N , which is used to determine the probabilities of belonging to novel or existing classes. At line 5, the set N contains the false-novel instances which are identified as those in N that are more likely to belong to existing classes (having P (N |x) < P (E|x)). Similarly, at line 6 the set E contains the false-existing instances. At lines 7 and 8, the two sets E and N are updated by moving the selected false-novel instances N := {x ∈ N | P (N |x) < P (E|x)}
6:
E := {x ∈ E | P (N |x) > P (E|x)} 7:
until N = E = ∅ // no more points moves 10: return N, E from N to E, and vice versa. This task is repeated until no more instance moves between the two sets N and E (or until a desired number of iterations is reached). Finally, the algorithm returns the sets N and E of instances which are identified as members of novel classes and existing classes respectively. Fig. 4 shows the accuracy of distinguishing novel and existing classes in B, according to different iterations. The algorithm terminates only after 5 iterations. When no iteration is performed, the instances in B are just separated into outsiders and insiders, and the obtained accuracy of distinction among novel and existing classes is 88.15%. After just one iteration, the accuracy rise to 96.66%.
Depending on the application, it is possible to balance between the rapidity of the novelty detection and its efficiency by controlling the buffer's size |B|. For example, if a given application operates in real time and do not tolerate any waiting time, the buffer size can be set to 1, which turns out to be the same scenario as in Section III-A (i.e. an outsider will be immediately considered as a novel class instance). The influence of the size of B on the final results will be discussed in the experiments (Fig. 7) . 
C. Querying labels of the uncertain novel class instances
After distinguishing instances that are probably members of a novel class, the model should be updated with some labelled instances of that class. Querying the class labels of all the instances that are detected as novel is not convenient since labelling is costly and time consuming. It is possible to randomly select some instances from N for manual labelling. It is also possible to query the labels of the nodes obtained from N by applying Algorithm 1. Nonetheless, a more convenient strategy would be to query the class labels of instances in N for which the method is most uncertain about their novelty.
Uncertain novel class instances typically lie in the overlapping regions of novel classes with existing classes. An uncertain instance x would then have a low quantity Q x = |P (N |x) − P (E|x)|, because the probability P (N |x) that x belongs to a novel class would be close to the probability P (E|x) that x belongs to an existing class. Therefore, instead of randomly selecting m instances from N for manual labelling, we select the m instances having the lowest Q x values. Such instances are informative because knowing their true class labels would be useful to better discriminate between the novel and existing classes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We use for our experiments different public datasets obtained from the UCI machine learning repository 3 . We also consider a real administrative documents dataset provided by the ITESOFT 4 company. Each document was processed by an OCR and represented as a bag-of-words which is a sparse feature-vector containing the occurrence counts of words in the document. 
A. Ability of outsiders detection
The first set of experiments allows to figure out the ability of the proposed method to correctly detect outsiders and insiders using the adaptive radius r described in Section III-A. We consider that a data point is correctly detected as outsider (resp. insider) if it belongs to a novel (resp. existing) class. We mainly show that given a dataset and any initial value for r: (i) it converges close to the same value, (ii) this value is close to the optimal one, and (iii) it quickly converges to this value (in terms of the number of data required). Fig. 5 (A) shows the values of r obtained after adaptation, according to the initial values of r. We can see that whatever is the initial value of r, it always converges to values which are close to each other. Fig. 5 (B) show the accuracy of distinction between outsiders and insiders according to different values of r. We can see that when using a fixed value of r (i.e. manually set and not adaptive) we determine an optimal value around r = 23 for this dataset. Whereas, when using an adaptive r, the obtained accuracy is always close to the optimal whatever is the initial r value. Fig. 5 (C) shows the current value of r according to the number of data points seen from the stream, at different initializations of r. We can observe again that whatever is the initial value of r, it converges quickly without requiring many data points for its adaptation. This proves that the method is insensitive to initial values of r, thus, it can always be initialized to 0. An intuitive parameter involved in the adaptation of r, is the learning rate . In order to show the effect of on r, Fig. 6 shows the current value of r according to the number of data points seen from the stream, using different values of . The learning rate is typically much less than 1 and slightly higher than 0 (i.e. 0 < 1). For all values of , r eventually stabilizes, but this happens with different velocities according to the value. Indeed, when is low (e.g. 0.01), r changes slowly at each adaptation step. On the other hand, a high value (e.g. 0.3), makes r change more significantly at each adaptation step. For the reminder of the experiments we set to a constant value = 0.02 which represents a convenient value for almost all datasets.
B. Ability to accurately distinguish existing and novel classes
The second set of experiments allows to figure out the ability of the proposed method to accurately detect the novel class instances and distinguish them from existing class instances as described in Section III-B. Fig. 7 (A) shows the average time complexity required for the novel class detection according to different values of the buffer (mini-batch) size |B|. Fig. 7 (B) shows the corresponding accuracy of distinction between novel and existing class instances. The more instances are collected from the stream (i.e. higher buffer size), the higher the accuracy, but from a certain buffer size the accuracy becomes almost constant. This is due to the fact that collecting sufficient number of data points allows to more accurately detect the outsiders that are self-similar and confirms the presence of a novel class formed by those outsiders. As expected, Fig. 7 (A) shows that a higher buffer size implies a higher processing time, and that the required time increases linearly with the buffer size.
C. Comparison
We compare our proposed novel-class detection method to a well known one-class novelty detection method based on SVM [8] (we use the python implementation available on scikit-learn [16] ). Both methods are used with A2ING as a base classifier in order to compare the final classification results. Each dataset is organized as a stream where novel classes are introduced progressively. Table I shows the obtained results in terms of the F-scores for novel and existing classes (F N % and F E %), the accuracy of distinguishing novel and existing classes correctly (Acc 1 %), and the final classification accuracy (Acc 2 %). The F-score F N is the harmonic mean of precision P N and recall R N . Similarly, F E is the harmonic mean of precision P E and recall R E . They are expressed as: where true novel is the number of instances that are correctly identified as members of novel classes; false novel is the the number of existing class instances that are wrongly identified as members of novel classes; true exist is the number of instances that are correctly identified as members of existing classes; and false exist is the number of novel class instances that are wrongly identified as members of existing classes. Acc 1 is expressed as Acc 1 = true novel + true exist true novel + false novel + true exist + false exist The final classification accuracy Acc 2 represents the number of instances that are correctly classified in their corresponding classes on the total number of instances.
The SVM-based novelty detection method is considered in two cases: in the 1 st case, the known classes are represented by one SVM model (SVM Novelty V 1 ). In the 2 nd case, the known classes are represented by the union of several SVM models, each of them trained on one known class (SVM Novelty V 2 ). Our method is also considered in two cases: with and without a buffer, i.e., |B| = 200 (mini-batch case) and |B| = 1 (online case) respectively.
Concerning the correct distinction between novel and existing classes, we can see from Table I (F N , F E , and Acc 1 ) that: (i) the SVM Novelty detection method performs better in the case where several SVM models are used (SVM Novelty V 2 ), and (ii) the proposed method always performs better than the SVM method, and much better in the mini-batch case. Regarding the final classification accuracy (Acc 2 ), Table I shows that it is generally proportional to the accurate distinction between novel and existing classes (Acc 1 ). However, in some cases like the "optdigit" and the "documents" datasets, the final classification accuracy is slightly better when "SVM Novelty V 2 " is used, compared to the proposed method in the online case (without buffer). This is due to the fact that the final classification accuracy also depends on the informativeness of the missed (undetected) novel class instances. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we addressed the novel class detection problem for data stream classification. Our method differs from the existing novel class detection methods in many aspects. First, it maintains a multi-class model of existing classes while being able to detect the emergence of novel classes in an infinite-length data stream. Second, it actively queries only the true class labels of the informative novel and existing class instances. Third, it does not assume that the data is generated from any specific distribution. Finally, it starts from scratch and it is adaptive. Our experimental evaluation on real datasets shows a very satisfying results achieved by our method. Nonetheless, one limitation of the proposed method is that its performance is negatively affected by the rare and small novel classes which highly overlaps with existing classes. The few existing methods for detecting such classes (like [12] ) make assumptions which do not hold for data streams. This remains an open research challenge which has not been resolved yet for data streams. Moreover, since the proposed method depends on the distance function, it may suffer from the curse of dimensionality (in highly dimensional data) and from the presence of noisy features. However this can be tackled by using the shared-nearest-neighbour distance proposed in [17] which has been shown to improve results when there is a high number of irrelevant features. Another metric for high dimensional data has been proposed in [18] and can also be used as an alternative to the distance.
One future work that we also want to investigate in, is dealing with label noise. We are not always so lucky into obtaining a perfectly reliable label when querying it from a human labeller. Indeed, mislabelling may occur because the labeller may not be a domain expert. Therefore, detecting such labelling errors is an important issue. Theoretical analysis of the algorithm properties (like the eventual convergence) constitute another future work.
